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Abstract. There is a large number of discrete inequalities between geometric and arithmetic
means. Our intention is to investigate possible generalization and integral analogues of the in-
equalities obtained by Redhefer, Bullen and Godunova. At the end, we will consider refinements
of these inequalities by different separations of their domains.
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1. PRELIMINARES
Consider the following sequences of positive real numbers:
.a/D .a1; : : : ;an/I .b/D .b1; : : : ;bn/I .p/D .p1; : : : ;pn/I .q/D .q1; : : : ;qn/:

























A function F W Œa;b! R is said to be convex if for all x;y 2 Œa;b and all ˛ 2
Œ0;1,
F.˛xC .1 ˛/y/ ˛F.x/C .1 ˛/F.y/: (1.2)
If the inequality (1.2) is reversed, then F is said to be concave.
Investigating recurrent inequalities in [5], Redhefer has obtained the following
result involving the arithmetic and geometric means. The statement is given in terms
of (1.1), where Gn.a;1/DGn.a;q/; qk D 1; k D 1; : : : ;n.
c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Theorem 1 (Redhefer). If t > 0, then
Gn.a;1/ < An.a;1/e
 t C t n.a;1/:
Bullen [2] proved an inequality of Rado type generalizing Redheffer’s inequality.




A more general result (given bellow) is obtained in [3].
Theorem 3 (Godunova). Suppose that G and F are twice continuously differen-
tiable functions such that G is concave and GF D .G ıF / is convex.









































In this article we will present some generalizations and refinements of these res-
ults.
2. MAIN RESULT
Our results are based on the well-known properties of convex functions. The con-
ditions are simpler than the ones of Theorem 3. It is obvious that Theorem 3 follows
from this result.
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Presuming that the convex function F is differentiable, we have (see [4], p.5, The-
orem 1.6.):
F.uC˛/ F.u/C˛ F 0.u/: (2.4)






















Now (2.3) and (2.5) imply (2.2). 
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Proof. It is enough to substitute t D 0 and ak D F 1.bk/; k D 1;2; : : : ;n in (2.1).

Corollary 2. If F is a convex, differentiable function, then for every t 2 R
F.An.a;p// An.F.tCak/;p/  tAn.F 0.Ak.a;p/;p/: (2.6)
Proof. Substitute .p/ D .q/ in (2.1) for n D 2;3; : : : ;n  1;n in order to get a
sequence of inequalities. Then sum these inequalities. 
Inequality (2.6) turns into the inequality of Redhefer upon taking F.u/ D e u,
ai D ln 1
bi
and .p/D .1; : : : ;1/. This inequality is proved in [5] for t  0. The same
inequality is proved in [2], but only for 0 t  2.
Theorem 4 ensures the statement of Theorem 2 proved in [2] only for 0  tqn 
Qn.











Proof. To obtain (2.7), substitute .p/ D .q/ and F.u/ D e u in (2.1). Then
F.ak/D bk D e ak and ak D  lnbk D ln 1
bk
. 
Remark. Theorem 3, (the first theorem of [3]), follows from Theorem 4. Substi-
tute the compositionGF instead of the convex function F in (2.2) and use the Jensen
inequality for the concave function G:
QnG.An.F.tCak/;q//Qn 1G.An 1.F.tCak/;q//CqnG.F.tCan//:
The next inequality from [1] is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.
Corollary 4. Suppose that F is a strictly monotone function, G is a concave func-
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Taking .p/D .q/, the next corollary is obtained from (2.1).



















































whereby t 2 R.
3. AN APPLICATION ON INTEGRAL ANALOGUE
Integral analogue is given in [3] as Theorem 2.
Theorem 5 (Godunova). Let  be a convex, differentiable function and let p./






















is an increasing function on .0;1/.
The next corollary estimates the difference between the values, so that composition
GF is calculated at the mean values on the intervals Œ0;x Œ0;y.
Corollary 6. Let GF be a convex function, let G be a concave function and sup-




































































































In case that all calculations are well defined, Jensen’s inequality for a concave
function GZ y
0












p./d , makes it possible to define the function












The function F is monotone on .0;1/.
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Proposition 1. If G is a concave function, then 0 x  y ensures
F .x/ F .y/: (3.2)
































































































At this point observe certain refinements when G is concave and GF is a convex
function.







































To sum up, if GF is a non-decreasing function, we can make the following obser-
vation.
Remark 2. If GF is a nondecreasing differentiable function, then GF 0  0 and for












































4. DECREASING PROPERTY UPON TAKING SUBSETS
In the next theorem an integral version of the statement obtained in (1.6) is given
whereby .p/D .q/ and t D 0. The statement appeared as particular case of Bullen’s
inequality (see [4]). In [3] the author omitted the proof. We are providing it here to
refresh certain basic integral inequalities.
Theorem 6. Let D be a measurable domain and let D1  D be its regular
measurable sub-domain. Further, suppose a;q W D ! Œ0;C1/ is such that Q DZ
D
q.u/dVu ¤ 0 and Q1 D
R
D1
q.u/dVu ¤ 0. If G is concave, F is monotone and
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wherby D2 DD nD1 with Q2 D
R
D2





































































































The first line and the last line from this give (4.1). 
Finally, we generalize (4.1).
Theorem 7. Let .˝;˙;/ be a space with a positive finite measure and let a W
˝! R be a -measurable function. Suppose that G and F are differentiable func-







































































































































a d give (4.2). 
Theorem 7 contains (4.1) as a particular case.
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and (4.1) can be obtained from (4.5) for t D 0.
In the similar manner as in [6], where the authors have refined Jensen’s inequality,
here we give an estimate after dividing the n-tuples .a1; : : : ;an/; .p1; : : : ;pn/ and
.q1; : : : ;qn/ into groups. Firstly, we obtain the next Theorem.
Theorem 8. Suppose that G and F are differentiable functions such that G is























































Proof. No generality is lost if we separate each of n-tuples .a1; : : : ;an/; .p1; : : : ;pn/
and .q1; : : : ;qn/ by the choosing the first m members in the first group. For example:
.a1; : : : ;am;amC1; : : : ;an/.















































































































































































the positive weights .p/ and .q/. Therefore it could be positive, negative or zero.
When .p/D .q/, the sum is zero and and we obtain the following Corollary.












.GF /0 .Ak.a;p// ;p
 GF .Am.a;p// :
Finally, we state the following Corollary in the case of disjunct separation of the
n-tuples as: .a1; : : : ;an/D .a1; : : : ;am;amC1; : : : ;an/.
Corollary 8. Suppose that G.u/ and F.u/ satisfy conditions given in Theorem 8.





.GF /0 .Ak.b;p// ;p

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